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Our Christmas cards collection 

features designs across seven 

themes creating a great selection 

of Christmas and New Year cards 

for all different tastes.

We can also design and produce 

bespoke cards — simply provide us 

with a photo and/or graphics to 

create your own unique design!

Christmas Card Themes



Animals & Birds

Robin & Holly

A traditional christmas card image of a 

robin keeping watch from the top of the 

spade, surrounded by holly. CODE 49

Chilling Out

Two lazy polar bears relax after a cool 

winter’s day in the snow. This rare and 

heart warming photograph is a great, 

light hearted alternative Christmas 

card. CODE 21

Festive Robin

This detailed photograph of a robin delicately perched upon a snow covered

branch is a great seasonal image to warm a winter’s day. CODE 30
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Animals & Birds
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White Bengal Tiger

The pale ice blue eyes, white fur, 

chocolate coloured stripes, and pink 

nose of this majestic Bengal Tiger is 

indeed a beautiful sight. CODE 10

Dancing Cranes

As soon as the cranes land, they will 

go into this courtship bow and dance, 

this has been captured perfectly in 

this photograph by renowned wildlife 

photographer Vincent Munier. CODE 12

Highland Cattle

Two highland cattle trek through the 

winter terrain in this charming and 

delightful image of this winter pair 

continuing their journey. CODE 19

Winter Friends

A cheerful photograph of two owls 

perched upon a branch. A friendly, light 

hearted card perfect for spreading some 

festive cheer. CODE 35

Red Fox

A stunning red fox climbs a snowy tree for a better view of the landscape. CODE 56

Pheasant in the Snow

Markus captures a stunning image 

of a colourful pheasant walking 

through the snow. The beautiful 

detail of this wonderful bird makes a 

striking impression against the white 

surroundings. CODE 61



Christmas Themed

Morning Walk

Richard’s favourite season combined 

with his love of the countryside inspired 

him to create this piece. He hoped 

to achieve the stillness of a winter 

morning brings, capturing this with 

his use of soft tones and intricate 

detail. CODE 04

Snowflakes & Baubles

A powerful image of baubles and 

snowflakes exploding from this 

seasonal card. CODE 23

12 Days

A charming and talented take on the 

12 Days of Christmas. Each individual 

element rises up towards the stars 

in a balloon, with every minute detail 

delicately included. CODE 26

Christmas Eve

A warm and traditional scene of choir 

boys making their way through the 

snow to church on Christmas eve.

CODE 34

From All of Us

A group of six friendly penguins show 

off their happy personality which 

was given to them by artist Emma 

Leech. CODE 37

Jolly Santa
 

A jolly Santa performing an array of 

comical poses on ice. A great card 

which is sure to make the recipient 

smile. CODE 46

Christmas Baubles

A comical take on a snowman, Santa and 

Rudolph in the form of baubles.

CODE 48

Sparkling Reindeer
 

This vibrant, and captivating image of 

Rudolph as he travels through the night 

sky makes an eye catching Christmas 

card. CODE 54
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Christmas Themed

Shopping for Christmas
 

Christmas shoppers gather to buy their seasonal gifts on a snowy winter evening. 

Richard paints bright, vivid colours and warm dusk tones which reflect the happy 

season. CODE 50

Special Delivery
 

A majestic Father Christmas astride his elegant reindeer delivering presents around 

the world. CODE 42
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Fine Art & Religious

The Skaters
 

Two elegant ladies hold hands as they 

skate together on a frozen lake. A joyful 

and amusing image. CODE 02

Three Wise Men
 

Three Wise Men on their journey 

through the dessert to reach baby Jesus 

and present their gifts. The camels 

silhouette stands out against the bright 

sands as the north star shines its light 

across the land. CODE 08

The Adoration of the Shepherds
 

Mary, two angels and the shepherds 

gather around newborn baby Jesus and 

look upon him with adoration in this 

stunning realistic painting. CODE 15

The Adoration
of the Magi — 1598
 

Pieter Bruegel the Elder was a Dutch 

Renaissance painter and printmaker 

from Brabant. He was known for 

his landscapes and peasant scene 

which is depicted in this delightful 

painting. CODE 16

Sledging on a Frozen Pond
 

Peter Monsted was a leading Danish 

landscapist. This detailed oil on canvas 

is full of light and makes an excellent 

Christmas card for the individual or 

corporate. CODE 22

Angel, 1895
 

A London born painter, Strudwick 

studied at the Royal Academy Schools. 

This angel has been painted with great 

attention to detail, using rich colours 

to create a traditional painting. CODE 24

Adodration of the Child Jesus
 

This beautiful oil on canvas captures 

the love and tenderness shown by 

Mary and Joseph towards the newborn 

child. CODE 62

Flight into Egypt
 

The flight into Egypt is a biblical event 

described in the Gospel of Matthew 

(Matthew 2:13-23), in which Joseph fled 

to Egypt with his wife Mary and infant 

son Jesus after a visit by Magi. CODE 64
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Fine Art & Religious

Skating Children
 

Three small children looking very

festive in their elfin capes skate 

together across a frozen pond.

CODE 43

The Energy of Winter
 

Leonid Afremov (born in Vitebsk, 

Belarus) is a Russian-Israeli modern 

impressionistic artist who works mainly 

with a palette knife and oils. This vibrant 

eye catching painting of a winter scene 

is a fine example of his work. CODE 29

Madonna & Child
 

The Madonna and Child Enthroned. 

Created by the Italian School

(20th Century). CODE 57

Christmas Roses, 1998
 

This elegant oil on canvas shows the 

fine details of these beautiful Christmas 

roses, also known as Hellebores.

CODE 36

The Concert of Angels
 

Gaudenzio Ferrari was an Italian High Renaissance Painter.

The fresco The Concert of Angels was created at the Sanctuary

of Santa Maria delle Grazie, Saronno, Italy. CODE 38

Special Delivery
 

A majestic Father Christmas astride his 

elegant reindeer delivering presents 

around the world. CODE 42
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International

Dove of Peace

A painting of a beautiful dove 

symbolising peace around the 

world. CODE 05

Festive Flags
 

A truly international Christmas card 

showing flags from around the world 

wrapped aroud a glistening Christmas 

tree. CODE 13

Baubles of the World
 

3 baubles joined together with a ribbon 

of international flags showing world 

unity. CODE 25

International Greetings
 

A landscape of nations and multi-

lingual greetings cover this corporate, 

international Christmas card. CODE 28

Universal Tree
 

A modern and delightful twist on the traditional Christmas tree made

from various international flags. Perfect for any organisation

wanting to project a multinational image. CODE 39
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Photography

Crocus Flower
 

A detailed photograph of this stunning 

crocus radiating through the snow.

CODE 06

Winter’s Day
 

An atmospheric and tranquil 

photograph of winter.

CODE 17

The Aurora Borealis
 

The aurora borealis (or northern lights)

is a spectacular natural phenomenon

named after the Roman goddess of dawn,

Aurora, and the Greek name for the north

wind, Boreas, by Galileo in 1619.

CODE 52

Winter Dream
 

Crisp and pure white, the frost and ice 

against the deep blue sky make the 

definitive winter scene. CODE 40

Frosted Stem
 

Dusk draws in to this detailed macro 

photograph of a Apiaceae on a 

winters evening. A wonderful serene 

image. CODE 53

Castle Kilchurn on Loch Awe
Well known photographer Billy Currie captures perfectly the early morning view of a 

frozen Loch Awe in front of Castle Kilchurn, Scotland. CODE 59
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London Scenes

St Paul’s Cathedral from the 
Millennium Bridge
 

Specially commissioned by us for 2015 

this unique painting by Alec MacDonald 

is truly spectacular. The view of St 

Paul’s Cathedral from the Millennium 

Bridge has been painted using a mixture 

of soft delicate colours with the added 

addition of snow to create the perfect 

Christmas card. CODE 03

City Celebrations
 

A selection of London’s most iconic 

buildings set against a colourful 

explosion of fireworks. CODE 11

Landmarks of London
 

A beautiful painting depicting the 

landmarks of London behind a large 

Christmas tree. CODE 18

London Montage
 

Three of the most significant London 

landmarks are captured in this clever 

and detailed painting. CODE 20

The Queens Guards, 
Buckingham Palace
 

The Queens Guards on horseback in 

front of Buckingham Palace. The vivid 

blue sky and reds in this painting help to 

make this card stand out. CODE 45

Tower Bridge and The Shard
 

A serene, detailed painting with a 

warm glow of Tower Bridge and the 

Shard. CODE 51

London Eye at Night
 

A beautiful view from Jubilee Gardens 

of the world-famous London Eye 

lit up by brightly coloured lights at 

Christmas. CODE 58

Winter, Trafalgar Square
 

Stanley Andrews is a respected 

landscape watercolour artist. This 

pleasing watercolour of Trafalgar Square 

gives the atmosphere and impression of 

a cold snowy morning. CODE 63
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London Scenes

On Guard
 

A Queen’s Guard on duty outside one of the Royal residences

in London on a cold, snowy winter’s day. CODE 14

The Law Courts
 

An iconic view of the London Law Courts 

on a busy winter’s day. Watercolour 

and ink images sampled and combined 

digitally with reworked reference 

materials are David’s trademark style 

which is shown to perfection in this fine 

painting. CODE 31

Big Ben and the Houses
of Parliament
 

Big Ben and the Houses of Parliament

in the snow at night. CODE 41

Trafalgar Square at Dusk
 

Gordon Lees delicate style and attention 

to detail are clearly seen in this 

painting of Trafalgar Square. The warm 

tones make for an inviting Christmas 

card. CODE 60

Shopping in the City
 

This beautiful scene full of depth 

and character shows the roof tops of 

London with iconic buildings lining the 

background. CODE 33
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Trees

Bright & Beautiful

The blue and purple tones in this card 

really help to make the beautiful and 

bright white tree stand out, whilst the 

other trees balance and compliment it 

perfectly. CODE 01

Multi Coloured Trees

Bright and colourful trees sweep the 

snowy landscape decorated with lights 

and snowflakes to indicate the festive 

season. CODE 07

Tree of Baubles

David Higham’s unique and quirky style 

make his designs a fourite amongst 

our customers. As shown in this eye 

catching 3D design of a Christmas 

tree. CODE 09

Moonlit Tree

A cold winter moonlit night cheered

by a brightly lit tree. CODE 27

Trees of Blue

This striking and dynamic design makes 

a positive and vibrant Christmas card. 

The gold foil really makes this card 

stand out from the crowd. CODE 32

Crimson Christmas

Richard envisioned creating a 

contemporary design that related to a 

traditional subject. The striking colour 

palette allowed him to build upon the 

modern feel that he wanted to achieve, 

whilst light and shading added a magical 

feel to this piece. CODE 47

Holly Tree

Lara Skinner is an English illustrator 

who specialises in Greeting Cards and 

decorative illustration. CODE 44

Tree of light

The vibrant lights and glistening stars 

on this abstract Christmas tree are made 

prominent by the stark contrast of the 

black background. CODE 55
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Choose a Greeting

Having chosen a card design, now choose a 

greeting from these 12 examples, or submit 

your own message of up to 4 lines.

If no choice of greeting is made, 

we will use Greeting No. 1

We overprint the inside of the 

cards with your greeting and/or 

company logo in black ink.

Instead of your message being 

overprinted on the inside of the 

card, we can glue-in an insert 

that can be more elaborate — 

printed in full colour if required.

Please provide company logos as 

vector files [.ai or .eps] while

signatures should be scanned 

and saved at a minimum of 

600dpi (dots per inch)

[.jpg / .tif / .pdf] while photos 

and graphics should be saved

at a minimum of 300dpi.

If you have any questions, 

please call 020 7491 1973.

Greeting No. 1

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Greeting No. 2

With Best Wishes for Christmas

and the New Year

from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Greeting No. 3

Wishing you all the joys of the Christmas Season

and a Happy Year to follow

from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Greeting No. 4

With the

Season’s Greetings & Best Wishes

for the New Year

from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Greeting No. 5

Season’s Greetings

from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Greeting No. 6

With the compliments

of
<Your Name / Company Name>
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Choose a typeface
Choose a style of lettering for 

your greeting from our selection 

of classic and contemporary 

typefaces shown here.

If no choice is made, we will use 

Typeface A (Palatino Italic).

If there’s a specific typeface 

you would like us to use, please 

enquire when placing your order 

or provide us with your own font 

files in Opentype format [.otf].



Bespoke Christmas Cards

If you are looking for an exclusive card,

our designers are on hand to create 

something unique — or create your own.

Greeting No. 7

With Best Wishes for a Happy Christmas 

and a Prosperous New Year

from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Greeting No. 8

Sincere Wishes for a very Happy Christmas and

Health and Prosperity in the New Year.

from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Greeting No. 9

Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Greeting No. 10

Season’s Greetings

Frohliche Weihnachten · Joyeux Noel

Buon Natale · Feliz Navidad

from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Greeting No. 11

With All Good Wishes for Christmas and

Every Happiness in the Coming Year

from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Greeting No. 12

Merry Christmas from
<Your Name / Company Name>

Our designers can help you 

create a completely unique 

bespoke Christmas card — or use 

your own photograph or artwork 

— perhaps a group or family 

photograph or even a pet!

Alternatively, choose one of 

thousands of festive images 

from our stock image library or 

commission our resident

> Send us your own photograph or artwork to make into cards

> Personalise one of our designs by adding your logo

> Include your company logo inside along with your greeting

 — we can also scan your signatures

> Choose from three sizes: A5 (148 x 210mm) or A6 (105 x 148mm)

 in landscape or portrait or Square (135 x 135mm)

> Minimum order of just 25 cards and envelopes

> Same price as our standard Christmas cards — 

subject to design and/or artwork requirements

> Commission our resident photographer to take

 family photos or team group shots

> Our creative production team handle your order

 from conception to delivery

photographer to take family 

photos or team group shots 

to create a totally unique and 

memorable card. 

If you have any questions, are 

ready to place an order or wish 

to see samples, please contact 

us by calling 020 7491 1973,

visit us in Queen Street or email:

info@themayfairprintingco.com
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13-14 Queen Street, London W1J 5PS

020 7491 1973

info@themayfairprintingco.com

themayfairprintingco.com


